Tournament Report
The tournaments for 2015 were all reasonably well supported.
Starting in May with the Welsh Ladies Merit which was held at Beaumaris B.C.
Sarah Hey beating Jane Bowler
The Welsh Ladies Veterans
A very disappointing response when you look at the amount of Ladies that are
eligible to play in this competition
Played at St Asaph Jane Jones the winner beating club mate Gay Cooper.
The Men’s Veterans Merit – supported by Co-operative Funeralcare
Held at Gate Hangs High Bowling Club after regional qualifiers with John
Bonatti beating Dick Jones (Blaenau Ffestiniog)
Gwyn Morris Welsh Senior Merit.
Played at Bennlech Bowling Club
Always an excellent day and this year was no exception on a very difficult
green Leighton Roberts beating Chris Slater to lift the coveted trophy.
Don James Welsh Junior Merit
Saw Ieaun Pugh beat Sam Williams in the final. Special mention to Joe Langford
who lost in the final of the BCGBA Junior Merit at Rhos Park BC.
Welsh Champion of Champions
This year and in my opinion long overdue saw the introduction of this new
competition. The final day consisting of 16 Bowlers who had all won various
competition and merits throughout Wales to qualify. Played at Rhos Park B.C
on an excellent day weather wise and green in excellent condition saw Jason
Jones beating John Bonnatti . Can I take this opportunity to thank all clubs for
allowing the Association to use their greens whether to run qualifiers or finals
on them it really is appreciated.

2016.
All the above competitions will be held again this year with the exception of
the Welsh Ladies Veterans. This has been cancelled due to lack of support if
you would like to see it reintroduced then support the competition ladies can
still enter this competition by joining the men’s qualifiers.
The association are also introducing two new competitions Welsh Ladies
Doubles and Welsh Mixed Pairs winners to qualify for a British Crown Green
event.

Dave Walker
Tournament Officer

